
Hello all,  
 

I hope you are all well this week  

 

Below are a selection of hymns and songs to accompany Trinity 
Sunday. I hope I have chosen some that you like.  The numbers are in 
the Orange book and words are on the screen where possible. 
 
 
 

286 - Holy, Holy, Holy! Lord God Almighty! 
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39ZfrO0UW_s 

 

Alternative version -  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JwuDSw-9cUQ 

 
 

314 - Immortal, Invisible, God Only Wise 
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=spE-BE23qxA 

 

379 - Lead us Heavenly Father Lead us. 
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zgFXN1B8no 

 

174 - Firmly I believe and Truly 
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0K3STHs6yo 

 
 

Here are some extra because as always I can't select just four! 

• Joyful, Joyful, we adore thee 
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L045n_Sfsb8 

• Peruvian Golria 
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tEP9E10yUs8 

• Trinity Song - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OBNAL1eMj94 

• Baba Yetu (By Christopher Tin) Lord's Prayer in 
Swahili - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vsINANZ6Riw 

• Father we adore you 
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2CPPUNCWzQ0 

• Whispering Hope - JMTC Chennai - Virtual 
ChoiR - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VB8CH8Bo7sM  

 
 

Finally this was uploaded after i sent round the message last week but I 
wanted to share. 



• International Virtual Choir - Pentecost 
2020 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AIAaYVwUvOs 

We have been thinking of everyone this week as we adapt to yet 
another 'new normal' and hoping you are all getting along ok too . The 
girls are still doing school from home but adjusting to new timetables 
now as it is becoming clear they will be here for several weeks still to 
come.  Luckily I am still able to work flexibly from home so can be with 
them for which i am very thankful and feel very lucky.  Tom continues to 
work at the hospital and as always is helping us as well.  
 

Thomas the cat is settling in very well and proving to be excellent 

company for us all too  

 

We are still enjoying the garden and hoping to pick the first strawberries 
next week!!!!  Hope its sunny so we can enjoy them outside! 
 

Lots of love to you all, as always its good to hear from so many of you, 
and we send you very best wishes for another good week. 
Love From Sarah and the family xxx 

 


